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been observed by molecular
dynamics simulations is that, once
the interface is removed (by
removing one of the subunits), the
structure relaxes and adopts a
more open, less-curved, tending-
towards-right-helical shape. The
implication, of course, is that if the
loader is able to abolish one of the
interfaces between clamp
subunits, the clamp will then open
further without requiring an
additional energetic contribution
from the loader.
This, however, raises the
question that if the loader can, in
the presence of ATP, bind to the
clamp strongly enough to
outcompete the favorable contacts
between clamp subunits, how is it
able to release the clamp?
Although the details are not yet
clear, this must be the role of ATP
hydrolysis. It is likely that, just as
the ATP binding to the RFC clamp
loader is a coordinated process
[16,18], ATP hydrolysis is also a
coordinated process, as was
shown for the bacterial γ-complex
[19]. In any case, hydrolysis of ATP
and release of ADP should restore
the initial orientation of amino-
terminal domains in the clamp
loader [20], making this orientation
incompatible with the high affinity
for the clamp and thus allowing the
loaded clamp to disengage. 
As discussed above, new data
from electron microscopy and
insights from molecular dynamics
simulations are rapidly completing
the picture of how clamp loading
occurs. When it was first realized
that sliding clamp loaders involve a
complex of five proteins that must
open the clamp, load it onto DNA
and release itself in an ATP-driven
process, the mechanistic details
were expected to be quite
complicated, and they have lived
up to those expectations.
Somewhat surprising, however, has
been that the seemingly passive
clamp would also hold such
fascinating features as the
conformational agility observed by
EM and by molecular dynamics
simulations. As the role of DNA
sliding clamps continues to expand
from processivity factor to central
player in DNA metabolism, it is also
being realized how finely tuned
these proteins are for binding other
proteins, for tenaciously grabbing
and sliding on DNA, and now it
seems for assisting in the loading
process. It might well be that
sliding clamps still have surprises
left to be discovered. 
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Coevolutionary arms races between species can favor exaggeration of
traits for attack and defense, but relentless escalation of these arms
races does not necessarily occur in all populations.John N. Thompson
Coevolution between species
sometimes results in astonishingly
exaggerated traits. Some newt
species harbor a very high level oftetrodotoxin that protects them
from most predators [1], and
some plant species have complex
suites of chemical and anatomical
defenses that protect them from a
diverse array of herbivores and
Dispatch    
R993pathogens [2]. We humans,
however, are a highly visual
species, and examples of highly
exaggerated morphological traits
are often the ones that catch our
imagination, when we think of the
lengths to which natural selection
can push the adaptations of
species. Huge antlers and long
spines drive home the point very
quickly.
These exaggerated structures
highlight a coevolutionary puzzle:
what prevents relentless escalation
of coevolving traits between
parasites and hosts, or predators
and prey? Part of the answer
appears to be that species do not
coevolve as a unit across their
geographic ranges. Interacting
species coevolve in different ways
in different populations, often
creating a geographic mosaic of
traits and counter-traits. These
coevolutionary mosaics can arise
from geographic differences in the
intensity of natural selection or
even in the specific traits that are
the focus of selection.
As they report in American
Naturalist, Hirokazu Toju and Teiji
Sota [3] have now shown that the
intensity of selection on coevolving
interactions can vary among
regions in ways that can seem
initially counterintuitive. They have
studied Japanese camellias
(Camellia japonica), which occur
throughout Japan and are also
familiar ornamental plants. The
plants protect their seeds in fruits
which consist of an unusually thick,
woody pericarp that encloses up to
ten seeds (Figure 1). Camellia
weevils (Curculio camelliae) thwart
that protection using a remarkably
long rostrum that allows them to
penetrate the pericarp and chew
down to the seed. They then
withdraw their rostrum, turn around
and lay their eggs. These weevils
are the major cause of seed death,
and more than half the seeds in
some populations are destroyed by
weevil larvae. Experiments on
plants and weevils from Yakushima
Island have shown that, the longer
the beetle rostrum, the higher the
probability of successful boring.
There is, therefore, a high
potential for an escalating
coevolutionary arms race. Natural
selection on increasing thickness
of the plant’s pericarp may favorFigure 1. A camellia weevil (Curculio camelliae) boring into a Japanese camellia (Camel-
lia japonica) fruit, and a cross-section of a camellia fruit showing two tunnels excavated
by the rostrum of adult females. (Photographs courtesy of Hirokazu Toju.)increasing length of the weevil’s
rostrum. Nevertheless, Toju and
Sota’s [3] sampling of seventeen
camellia populations across 700
km showed remarkable
geographic variation in these
traits. They found that camellia
pericarp thickness varies among
populations from 6 to 20 mm, and
weevil rostrum length varies from
9 to 20 mm. The variation shows a
geographic pattern: pericarp
thickness and rostrum length
increase clinally from north to
south and are strongly correlated
in their pattern of geographic
variation. The degree of change in
traits from south to north,
however, differs between these
two species, creating some
geographic mismatches in the
traits of the two species and in the
ecological outcomes of the
interaction. The proportion of
successful excavations is higher in
northern populations and lower in
southern populations.
Toju and Sota [3] used these
results to construct interaction
fitness functions, which allowed
them to assess how different
combinations of plant and weevil
traits would affect the fitnesses of
interacting individuals. These
functions are one of a group of new
methods being developed for
analysis of the structure and
strength of coevolutionary selection
[4,5]. The procedure requires
knowledge of the phenotypic
distributions of the traits underselection — in this case, variation
among individuals in pericarp
thickness and rostrum length. The
distributions are incorporated into a
set of linear equations to describe
the pattern of covariance of traits
and evaluate the direction and
strength of selection on the
coevolving populations.
Somewhat surprisingly, the
overall analyses indicated that,
even though the weevils currently
have the advantage in the north,
these plant populations are under
weaker selection for increased
pericarp thickness than those in
the south. The current distribution
of plant and weevil traits in
northern populations results in
such high levels of seed
infestation that the correlation
between traits and fitness is lower
than in the south. The relatively
low correlation decreases the
potential strength of selection for
increased pericarp thickness. In
contrast, although the plants in the
south are already highly defended,
there is a strong correlation
between plant traits and fitness in
these populations, which results in
stronger current phenotypic
selection than in the north.
These results are important for
our understanding of the
geographic mosaic of coevolution,
because they provide insight into
why the traits of coevolving
parasites and hosts, or predators
and prey, do not always continue to
escalate to higher levels of
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Most cells know which way to
polarize. Concentration gradients
of attractants, repellents,
nutrients, or pheromones reveal
the optimal directions for
successful attack, escape,
feeding, or mating. Some cells
also carry internal landmarks
Yeast Polarity: Negative Feedback
Shifts the Focus
A new study of Cdc42p polarization in yeast suggests that the actin
cytoskeleton can destabilize the polarity axis, causing Cdc42p foci to
wander aimlessly around the cell cortex.exaggeration in all populations.
There is no direct and necessary
relationship between the ecological
intensity of an interaction — for
example, proportion of plants or
seeds attacked — and the strength
of natural selection on that
interaction. The strength of
selection imposed by an enemy on
a plant population depends on the
degree to which that enemy
differentially reduces the fitness of
some plant genotypes more than
others. At the extreme, a high level
of random attack would impose no
selection on a host or prey
population, whereas a moderate
level of differential attack could
exert strong selection.
Hence, even when coevolution
is focused on the same few traits
in a pair of interacting species,
selection is likely to vary
geographically. Some local
interactions will be coevolutionary
hotspots, exhibiting strong
reciprocal selection on the
interacting species. Other local
interactions will be coevolutionary
coldspots, with selection acting
on only one species or neither
species. In many interactions,
there will often also be regions
where one species occurs without
the other. These different forms of
coevolutionary coldspots will lead
to relaxed selection on the traits
that are escalating to varying
degrees in the hotspots. In
addition, gene flow among these
regions, random genetic drift,
metapopulation dynamics, and
selection for novel traits rather
than exaggeration of current traits
can all further mitigate relentless
escalation of coevolving traits
across the geographic range of an
antagonistic interaction [6].
Geographic mosaics of
antagonistic coevolution have now
been demonstrated over the past
decade in an increasingly wide
range of interspecific interactions,
including those between
vertebrates and their prey [1,7],
insects and plants [8–10], fungi and
plants [11], and slave-making ants
and their victims [12]. Toju and
Sota’s [3] study, however, is the
first to suggest how the steepness
of geographic clines in coevolving
traits may shape geographic
patterns in the strength of
coevolutionary selection.Collectively, these studies
suggest that coevolution is a
pervasive process that continually
reshapes interspecific interactions
across broad geographic areas.
And that has important
implications for our understanding
of the role of coevolution in fields
ranging from epidemiology to
conservation biology. Many
diseases, for example malaria, vary
geographically both in parasite
virulence and host resistance,
potentially creating regions of
coevolutionary hotspots and
coldspots. The spread of
introduced species seems be
creating new geographic mosaics
of coevolution as some species
become invasive and coevolve
with native species in different
ways in different regions or drive
rapid evolution in native species,
sometimes in less than a hundred
years or so [8,13,14]. The results
for Japanese camellia and camellia
weevils reinforce the developing
view that interactions coevolve as
a geographic mosaic across
landscapes, and it is often difficult
for one partner to get ahead of the
other (or others) everywhere.
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